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ABSTRACT
Cooperative Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Human-Agent in-
teraction is a complex but interesting subject that has not yet
reached the necessary behavior to be considered satisfactory.
In this document, we present how we achieved our goal of
creating an artificial players capable of effectively solving Ge-
ometry Friends levels, using a promising previous approach,
that uses the Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees (RRT). Starting
on this solution, we developed our agents by adding new strate-
gies to the algorithm, replanning, and a new controller. When
our agents proved capable of solving single-player levels a
step was taken towards an initial approach for cooperation
with human players. Our final solution is a pair of agents
that can not only solve most of the presented challenges of
single-player levels, with some current limitations, but also
play with human players in simple cooperation levels. After a
user testing session, the most human players affirmed the expe-
rience was positive and that our agents presented capabilities
of cooperation and adaptation.
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INTRODUCTION
Intelligent agents and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are be-
coming more popular as they simplify tasks from our daily
activities, the industry world, scientific research and so forth.
Cooperation between agents and humans is an interesting prob-
lem with many possible applications in these areas, but is still
a challenging one. An agent that can effectively and efficiently
cooperate with humans has potential to help overcoming diffi-
culties in cases where human help is needed but that is either
not possible or too expensive.
To develop solutions for problems like these, simpler virtual
problems are created, simulated and tested, and the solutions
are presented using a general abstraction of the problems so
they can be easily adapted to many situations. Many of these

virtual problems are used in competition scenarios to appeal
researchers to participate. Geometry Friends is an example of
a problem that seeks to provide new tools to help the develop-
ment of cooperation as well as motion planning and control in
the Artificial Intelligence (AI) field. Geometry Friends [11] is
a cooperative physics-based puzzle and platform game for one
and, initially, two players, where the main goal is to control
the characters to collect all the diamond collectibles present
in each level. A competition is taken annually that tests the
submitted agents with public and private levels, to understand
whether these agents are capable of solving the problems with-
out overspecialization. Some of the submissions have proven
to be more promising that others, with special attention to the
RRT agent [13], which not only obtained good results in com-
parison with the other agents, but has also shown consistency
while solving the public and private levels.
In this work, we move beyond existing solutions to achieve a
generic solution of an artificial player that is able to solve sim-
ple levels together with a human player. For that, the artificial
player needs to be able to competently play the game.

Objectives
Our main goal is to develop an artificial player with potential
to move towards the exploration of human-agent strategic
and motor cooperation in the context of the game Geometry
Friends.
Achieving a minimum level of cooperation with human players
requires an artificial player capable of competently completing
the Geometry Friends levels. Therefore, the agents in this
solution were built over the RRT agent developed in [13],
improving it to a level where interaction with human players is
now possible. The current RRT agents have certain limitations
of planning and control which disrupt the solving of certain
levels, and thus, our solution present strategies to overcome
these limitations.
By completing the presented objectives, in the context of the
Geometry Friends game, we expect this solution to serve as
a baseline to help open new doors to a generalized approach
with applications in the real and virtual worlds like Robotics,
Video Games, and other possible problems of the AI world.

BACKGROUND
This section describes the Geometry Friends game and compe-
tition, as well as the base algorithm of the RRT agent in order
to contextualize what is presented in the following sections.



Geometry Friends
Geometry Friends [11] is a cooperative physics-based puz-
zle and platform game that has single and multiplayer modes.
There are two characters, a circle and a rectangle, with dif-
ferent properties and possible actions, as shown in Fig. 1. To
succeed in the game, the player, or players, must catch all the
diamonds present in each level. Some levels focus on puzzle-
like problems and other levels focus on motion control.

Figure 1. Characters actions

The main objective of this game is to study solutions for
human-agent and agent-agent cooperation problems, from
action coordination to action planning. To promote this, a
competition is held each year where the proposed agents are
tested with levels made public and others kept private.
Recently, a simulator was added to make it possible for the
agent to predict the game state for a given amount of time and
an action. It is also possible to exchange messages between
the artificial agents in the cooperative levels.

Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees
The RRT algorithm was introduced by LaValle et al. [8] to
solve the problems of the other randomized approaches, like
the non-uniform coverage of the state space and the planning
not being suitable for nonholonomic or kinodynamic prob-
lems.
A tree T is limited by K iterations representing the number
of vertices of the tree. For each value of K, a random state x,
outside T , is selected and extended. The method of extension,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, chooses the nearest state to the given
state x, xnear, already in T , with the help of a distance metric
that compares the states. With an action, unew, that can be
chosen randomly or by testing all possibilities, an attempt is
made to move towards the state x, from the state xnear, by
applying unew to xnear and verifying if xnew is generated. If
xnew is the same as x, that state is considered reached, else it is
considered as advanced. If the state xnew is not possible due to
violations of some constraint, it is then considered as trapped.
The goal of the algorithm is to search high-dimensional spaces
with algebraic and differential constraints, by biasing the ex-
ploration to the unexplored state space and guide the search
towards the randomly selected states [9].

RELATED WORK
The human way of interaction is based on aspects that are
extremely complex to bring to the context of artificial agents.
People actions are affected by social factors [6], [15], [1], cul-
ture, values, and even psychological states that might make

Figure 2. EXTEND function illustration

the same person display different behavior towards similar
situations [7].
Bradshaw et al. [1] mention that human coordination is done
with the help of signals or other types of messages, meaning
communication is essential to interaction. If two people are
playing Geometry Friends as a team in the same room, they
have an advantage against a human-agent team, for the human
team has currently more channels of communication than the
human-agent one.
Teamwork is also an important form of human interaction that
is essential for the evolution of our societies. The work of
Hämäläinen et al. [5] presented an experiment where most
participants have shown not to fully understand the concept
collaboration and teamwork but still managed to adapt their
behavior in order to reach their goals. Still in the context of
these experiments, the only team that showed true
Trust is also an essential part of cooperation. Pinyol et al. [10]
state that reputation is a key element of trust that humans rely
when choosing whom to cooperate with and that a bad reputa-
tion may imply exclusion. Van Wissen et al. show in [14] that
people do have different reactions and ways of playing when
they believe that they are playing with humans or agents.
When cooperating, an agent must be able to adapt to the hu-
man in order to achieve the common goals. For that, the agent
needs to change its plan dynamically to follow the human’s
actions [6].
Since some solutions have already been proposed for the
single-player mode of Geometry Friends we decided to se-
lect one that not only have shown satisfactory results and no
overspecialization, but also that could be universal enough to
adapt to the cooperative mode. We decided, then, to explore
the RRT agent by Soares et al. [13] that uses an adaptation of
the RRT algorithm, and develop it further.
LaValle et al. [9] later suggested the strategies to bias the
search towards the goal, RRT-GoalBias, or towards an area
around it, RRT-GoalZoom, when selecting a state. Zickler
et al. [16] suggested the use of tactics and skills, for the ac-
tion selection, and introduced the Behavioral Kinodynamic
Balanced Growth Trees (BK-BGT), that avoids the use of a
distance metric when choosing the next state in the tree.
We noticed that the solution by Soares et al. [13] does replan
when the agent fails a plan. In single-player mode, replanning
might a constant necessity, but when on cooperative mode, the
other player can easily invalidate the agents plan. The Execu-



tion Extended RRT (ERRT) planner developed by Bruce et al.
[2] uses RRT but introduces replanning. The planner uses a
waypoint cache of states from previous plans. When the RRT
selects the next target, it is biased to choose a state from the
waypoint instead of a random one from the free space, then
biasing the planner towards the previously successful plans.
Ferguson et al. [4] presented the Dynamic RRT (DRRT),
where whenever a branch of the tree gets invalid, this branch is
removed and the a search is performed on the cut tree instead
on a new one.
In a non-deterministic environment it is almost certain that
re-planning will be necessary various times, therefore, a com-
puted path that is still far from a goal state, will, most likely,
not be used for long. To avoid constant re-planning, Zicler et
al. [17] proposed the Variable Level-of-Detail (VLOD). In dy-
namic environments, it might be more efficient to execute the
plan for a time interval and only then replan. When replanning
the search focused on obtaining a path plan with short-term
results while the future is seen in a more global way, but still
giving a full start-goal path plan.

SINGLE-PLAYER SOLUTION
Before solving a cooperation level, an agent must be capable to
easily solve single-player levels of different complexities. This
is an important task since the agent should not be disturbed
with problems of planning and control that are not related to
the cooperation itself.
Our agents, at the beginning of each single-player level, start
by processing the information given by the sensors, mainly
information about the diamonds and platforms, in order to be
of easier access during the solving of the level. The agents
then proceed to search for a path plan, and when found, the
plan is executed by a controller to collect the diamonds.
In our state space, a state is defined by the position of the agent,
as well as its velocity, radius or height, depending if the agent
is the circle or the rectangle, and a list of uncaught collectibles.
In theory and just as it is, our defined state space is infinite.
An infinite state space can be problematic for a great number
of states can be generated which can be expensive in terms of
memory and also can slow down the search progress.
In problems similar to Geometry Friends, some states can
be seen as the same if close enough to each other. To avoid
getting states like this, we use a matrix of states to indicate
whether or not a state has been reached. This matrix sizes
X ×Y ×D, where X is the result of the division of the game
area width with the desired size S, Y is the result of dividing
the game area height also with S, and D is the total number
of diamonds. This can be seen as a Positions×Diamonds
matrix. The possible values of velocity were not considered,
for this would exponentially increase the size of the matrix.
We noticed that a small matrix can make finding a solution
faster, when the levels are simple enough. Since many levels
can be complex, it is not safe to use a small size for the matrix,
and so, it is possible to increase its size whenever needed,
without having to start a new search.

Existing RRT Solution
Our initial search strategy followed the RRT algorithm with
few alterations to match the context of this problem.

When there is a call for a new search, a state matrix is created
before the search itself begins. A new tree is created and its
root is a node which has the current state of the game. At
each iteration, a state out of the tree is selected by choosing a
random position inside the game area with a random number
of uncaught diamonds, and a distance metric is used to get the
node in the tree, to be used for the extension. When extending
a node, a random action is selected and simulated on the cor-
responding state, and if the state was not already in the state
matrix, a new node is added to the tree, else it is ignored. If
all actions of a node are tested, the node is then closed.
Even with a state matrix to avoid repeated states, the state
space is still large and its size also depends on the level com-
plexity. This makes difficult to choose a number of vertices
of the tree that is high enough to be able to find a solution for
all problems and low enough to avoid wasting time searching
when a good solution has already been found. Since we are not
aiming for an optimal solution, we decided to divide the search
into more searches, with smaller iterations, and, at the end
of each search, it is checked if a goal state has been reached.
Each search continues from the resulting tree of the previous
one instead of starting anew.
When physics are applied, it is not trivial to develop a pow-
erful distance metric. Even so, an effort was made to get a
satisfying one, that would not be too time expensive.
We first compare the number of diamonds caught in each state
chosen for comparison. The less difference in value, the closer
they are, since the goal is to collect all diamonds, while the
final position is not important. Then we if there is a platform
between the state positions. If there are no obstacles between
the state positions, then the distance is calculated using the
Euclidean distance. If there are obstacles between them, an at-
tempt is made to calculate a distance that does not go through
obstacles, between both points. For simplicity, this strategy
ignores the laws of physics. Directly using the euclidean dis-
tance goes through and obstacle and might give the idea that
a point is close to another when it is not. To solve this, the
distance around the obstacle is calculated, as shown in Fig 3
and Fig 4.

Figure 3. Left: euclidean distance goes through obstacle; Right: Trying
to avoid obstacle

Figure 4. Left: euclidean distance goes through obstacle; Right: Trying
to avoid obstacle



Using only the RRT algorithm has shown to not be enough to
obtain satisfying results. Even when cutting the state space,
and dividing the search into smaller ones, finding a solution
was a slow process, and the agents would stay still during
many seconds and even minutes before starting to execute a
plan. The plans would also be filled of useless actions where
the agents would go forth and backwards, jump and morph
up and down, without collecting a diamond or even getting
out of the same platform. Another problem that was observed
was that, the search would have difficulties to reach states
positioned on a small platform, or reaching another platform
from a small one.

An Improved BK-BGT Planner
To solve the problems mentioned above, we then proceeded to
add the strategies presented in the Related Work section along
with new ones.
While debugging the evolution of the search space, we noticed
the algorithm had problems in reaching certain states where
short platforms were involved, being one of the reasons that
delayed the reach of a goal. Since the game simulator per-
mits the indication of the simulation duration, we explored
which duration should each simulation have for each node and
concluded that one to two seconds was enough to get satis-
fying results. Having a too short simulation time can cause
in more repeated states or even too many close states when
not necessary, increasing the search time. Having a too long
simulation time might result in making it impossible to find
a way out or into a very narrow platform. To avoid this, a
different simulation time is given for the simulation, according
to the size of the platform the agent is on.
We then proceeded to attempt biasing the search towards the
goal using LaValle et al. [9] strategies of RRT-GoalBias and
RRT-GoalZoom, during state selection, along with Zickler et
al. [16] suggestion of the use of tactics and skills during the
action selection. When biasing to a goal state, the selected
state outside the tree has the position of a random diamond and
the number of uncaught collectibles as zero. When biasing to
an area around a goal state, a random diamond is chosen and
a random position inside the surrounding area is selected.
When selecting an action, both agents have one tactic in a loop,
that can be divided in three stages, which basically describe
what a player needs to do, in this game, until all diamonds
are caught: select a diamond to collect; go to diamond; catch
the diamond. We determine that a set of skills must return
an action to be simulated. The diamond selection stage only
indicates which diamond should be considered next and does
not have a set of skills per se. On the other two stages, not
every case is covered with a skill, returning a random action
when so.
The goal of this game is collecting all the diamonds in a level
but the order these diamonds are caught is important during
some levels, since catching one diamond might turn a level
impossible to continue. Knowing the best or even a safe order
to collect the diamonds is not trivial, but strategies can be used
so obtain a safe order most of the times. In most cases, it is
safe to assume that catching the highest diamond on the high-
est platform will not prevent to finish the level. On the other
hand, not using this order might turn the level solving impossi-

ble. Still, there are be some cases where catching the highest
diamond on the highest platform makes the level impossible
to solve. Even so, the skills are nondeterministic and so avoid
making it impossible to solve the level. Collecting a catchable
diamond from the same platform will not put the level solving
at risk as long as there are no obstacles in between. Choosing
these diamonds first are a quicker strategy than just trying to
start from the top.
There are times where the agent cannot collect a diamond from
the current platform and needs to first find a path to one form
which this is possible. When choosing the highest diamond
on the highest platform, there are skills to help getting the
agent to the corresponding platform. We decided to test skills
with simple concepts that are called according to the presented
situation. Currently, there are a set of skills from two possible
scenarios: the agent is below the diamond platform, and the
agent is above that platform, without considering any other
possible platform in between, in both cases. If the agent is
directly below the platform, it should first move to one of the
sides. If the agent is not directly below the platform, then it
will eventually have to move to its side and jump or morph up
at a certain point. If none of these situations is checked, then
a random action is returned, indicating this is a case with no
skills prepared. If the agent is on a platform above, it should
try falling from the current platform if no obstacles prevents it
from doing so.
When the agent is on the same platform as the selected dia-
mond, and there are no obstacles between the agent and the
diamond, another set of skills is triggered as long as the dia-
mond can be reached from that platform. When the agent is
right below the diamond and its velocity is near zero, jumping
or morphing up will certainly catch it. If the agent is at one of
the diamond sides, the agent must go to its direction and jump
or morph up to catch it, if necessary.
Zickler et al. in [16] suggested the BK-BGT to avoid the
hardship of the definition of a good distance metric in physics-
based environments like this problem. We decided, then, to
test if this strategy would improve our solution.
When using BK-BGT strategy the search tree has a list of leaf
nodes and a list of non-leaf nodes. Every time a new node
is created, it is added to the leaf nodes list and when a leaf
node gets a child node, is moved to the non-leaf nodes list.
When selecting a state, the depthaverage/branchingaverage
ratio is calculated and compared to a constant µ . If greater, a
random non-leaf node is selected, if less, a random leaf node
is selected.
We also decided to test if the strategies of used for RRT-
GoalBias and RRT-GoalZoom would have impact together
with the BK-BGT strategy, that is BK-BGT-GoalBias and BK-
BGT-GoalZoom.
Though the search time was significantly improved, during
some hard levels, the agents would still take too much time
to find a complete solution. To avoid the agent stay still for
a long time, a new strategy was added. If the tree has a node
with a state, that has a caught diamond that belongs to the
initial platform where the agent is on, and no obstacles be-
tween the diamond and the agent exists, the search stops and
the agent executes the plan. As explained above, catching
these diamonds do not put the solving of the rest of the level



at risk. After a defined time, in case a complete solution is
not found and there is one partial plan were it is possible to
catch one or more diamonds, the agent follows the best partial
plan found, meaning the plan that has the greatest number of
higher diamonds.
Partial plans might turn the level impossible to solve, but there
is still the matter of the level time limit. Catching one dia-
mond is considered better than none. Adding partial plans
made possible to solve some levels more quickly and getting
more points in other levels that could not be completed. But
whether or not partial plans where used, there was still the
matter of the path plans presenting a great number of useless
actions, specially jumps and morphs. To solve this problem,
we decided bias the selection of an action to moving to the
sides. When a skill is triggered, the actions of moving are
always tested first when both a move action and a jump/morph
action can be selected. Though this stratefy proved to get
a cleaner plan it was not enough. Not only these plans still
abused of these actions, they also contained paths that just
when back and forth without catching a diamond, that could
be removed from the plan without making it impossible to
follow.
Each point of a path plan stores the position and velocity of
the agent, including the height for the rectangle agent, along
with the action and the list of uncaught collectibles taken from
the corresponding node and its state. The plan is then cleaned.
For each point a, we search for the furthest point b, where
the agent is on the same platform as in a, with no obstacles
between them, and the number of uncaught collectibles is the
same, meaning no diamond was collected meanwhile. When
and if b is found, all points are removed from a until the point
before b.

Control
Developing a controller that can accurately guide the character
according to a plan has proven difficult. Several options were
tested before getting the final version of the agents controller.
Before creating a method to clean a plan, a controller was de-
veloped based on the time of simulation of the actions during
the search. During this step, the time of simulation was fixed
for all actions. The main idea was to use a list of actions, as
a path plan, and a timer to know when the two seconds have
passed and change to the next action. The problem with this
approach was that the time between the agent’s update was
slow enough to significantly delay the switch of the action
making the agent constantly fail the plan. The second con-
troller was based on using a list of points. The agent would
pick the action at each point and use it until it reached the in-
dicated position and velocity. Margins of error were stipulated
to avoid not ever reaching the exact values. Even still, these
values were either too low, for the agent pass through them, or
too high, making the agent change its action too soon and fail
the plan.
Relying on a strict controller like the ones previously described
has proven not to be an option. A controller that could easily
guide the agent to the correct position at the desired velocity,
and even correct its path when possible, was necessary. The
RRT agents developed by Soares et al. [13] use such con-
troller. Part of this controller uses information the agents get

when simulating their actions, another part uses a Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) control which we tested for our solu-
tion. When the agent was far from the point position, it would
move in that direction, and when close, the agent would use
the PID to compute the corresponding action. With this con-
troller the agent was capable of performing a greater number
of actions before failing a plan but the performance was still
not satisfying enough.
Since the PID did not work correctly with our agents, a new
approach, loosely based on Soares et. al controller, was devel-
oped. This version uses the idea of acceleration to compute the
direction the agent must take. The acceleration of the agent is
calculated between the updates, from the variation of velocity
and time. When computing if the agent should go left or right,
the controller checks first if the agent is already going in the
right direction. If so, and if its velocity is higher than the de-
sired one, it returns the action that goes to the opposite of the
point side. If slower, it first simulated if the agent can actually
reach the desired position with the desired velocity from the
position it is currently in, using the current acceleration of
the agent. If so, the agent moves to the point side, if not, the
agent needs first to gain more space. When the circle agent
reaches a point, it checks if the action its action is to jump,
doing so if the case. The rectangle morphing is more complex.
When the point action is morph and the agent is not falling, it
is verified if the agent has achieved the desired height. If not,
the agent morphs up or down, according to the desired and
its current height. In case the next point is below the agent
platform, the agent, most likely is between two platforms and
needs to morph up to pass through them. When the agent is
falling, the action in the current point is performed so it can
morph up or down if needed.

PLAN CORRECTION AND REPLANNING
Sometimes the agent fails to execute an action at the right
position and lands on a different platform than the one in
the next point of the plan. When such event happens, it is
imperative for the agent to know it has to stop following the
current plan. To understand if a new plan is needed or even if
it is necessary to correct the path of the agent, at each update
cycle, the agents check if an action has failed or if the agent is
taking too much time to change to the next point in the plan.
When a plan has failed, there might be no necessity to search
for a new one from scratch. If the agent is on the same platform
as one in a plan point, the agent can continue the plan from
that same point as long as the caught collectibles are the same.
If not point is found, a RRT search, with limited iterations, is
performed with the next platform in the plan as a goal. If a
solution is found, the path plan is retrieved and joined with the
current one. In some cases, the agent might keep failing the
same action multiple times. To avoid to get stuck, after failing
an action for the nth time, the agent then searches for a new
plan.

COOPERATION SOLUTION
The solution for single-player levels is enough to solve some
cases where cooperative actions are needed. Still, some alter-
ations were needed to create a better cooperative version of
the agents.



Multiplayer BK-BGT Planner
Each agent now stores the information of its partner: position,
velocity and height or radius. When searching for a solution
the agent now needs to be able to simulate the actions of the
partner in order to know its position. The agent then needs to
select a pair of actions, one of its own and one of the partner,
instead of just one of its possible actions. The main steps of
the BK-BGT search in cooperative levels are the same as in
single-player levels with the exception of the simulation step
where we now simulate the selected pair of actions.
Since a state now holds new information, we decided to test
a new distance metric. In cooperative levels, collecting a
diamond might not be the responsibility of the agent, but of
the other player. This means that, when searching for the
nearest node in the tree, it is also important to compare the
position of the other player. Like in single-player mode, only
one position is taken into account when choosing a state out
of the tree. The first step of comparison is also the number
of diamonds. When the same, it the checked if the characters
can reach the position from the platform they are on. States,
where at least one of the agents can reach the diamond, are
considered closer than those where none can. When both
states have characters that can or cannot reach the position,
the distance of each character, of both states, to the selected
position, is calculated, using the same way as in single-player
mode, and the state that has the minimum value, as a result, is
considered closer.
The state space of a cooperative level is exponentially higher
than of a single-player level, since the positions of the other
character must also be considered. The number of pairs of
actions that can be performed for each node corresponds to
the number of actions of one character times the other. This
makes the search time slow down significantly. The tactics and
skills strategy can help reduce the number of times an action is
uselessly selected and simulated and thus make the finding of
a solution quicker. We decided to keep the same tactic steps as
in single-player mode: select diamond; go to diamond; catch
diamond. While the main idea is the same, there is a difference
in the last two steps. Going and catching a diamond has now
skills that take into account cases where cooperation might
be needed. Both agents, during the selection of an action,
first call their skills to get their action, and with the resulting
possible pair of actions which contain the selected one, call
the skills of the other character to also get its action.
When a diamond is between two horizontal platforms that are
too close for the circle to get there, it means the rectangle is
the only character able to collect it.
If the rectangle agent is on a platform at a lower level than the
platform from which is possible for it to collect the diamond,
and this platform is too high for the rectangle to climb by itself,
the circle needs to help the rectangle. If the circle is not on
the same platform as the rectangle must be to climb, must go
to it. If on that platform, the circle moves to the side of the
platform the diamond is. When on this situation, the rectangle
agent checks if it is already on the platform with the diamond.
If so, the possible actions of this skill are to morph down and
move to the diamonds side.
When a diamond is too high to be caught by either character
by itself, but low enough to be caught by the circle jumping

using the rectangle as a platform, this skill is called.
When both characters are on the same platform as the diamond,
if the rectangle is below the diamond, the circle skill returns
the actions of moving to the side of the diamond and jumping.
If the rectangle is not below the rectangle, no action is returned
indicating the agent should probably wait. If the circle is on
the rectangle, and below the diamond, the action returned is
to jump. When not below the diamond, the action is chosen
according to the velocity of the rectangle, to try to match it.
When the circle is on the diamond platform, but the rectangle
is not, it is checked if the rectangle might need help to get
to that platform. If the rectangle is on a platform below, and
cannot climb to the current one by itself, this skill indicates
the agent to go to the platform the rectangle is currently in,
by moving to its side. If the rectangle agent is on the same
platform as the diamond, and the circle is on it but they are
not below the diamond, the skill returns the actions to move
left or right according to the side of the diamond. When below
the diamond, it might be useful to morph up to help the circle
reach higher. If the circle is not on the agent, it is checked if
the agent is positioned below the diamond. When so, the agent
should wait, when not, the agent should slide to the diamond
side.
Currently, when following a plan, it is hard to understand if an
action is needed for cooperation or not, so removing seemly
useless actions from the plan might make the it not viable. By
this reason, when cooperating, plan cleaning is not performed.
This brings new challenges for the controller when executing
a plan.

Replanning
In cooperative levels, not only the plans are more complex,
the other player can also get in the way of the agent plan,
which make the use of replanning a greater necessity. Simply
starting a new tree can be significantly inefficient since the
search space is now greater than in single-player levels. Strate-
gies like ERRT [3], DRRT [4] and VLOD [17] were tested to
reduce the time of replanning.
DRRT suggests replanning when a plan gets invalidated. In
this context, a plan is considered no longer viable if the other
player is in collision with the agent, at a certain point, or if
intersecting a line that unites two points in the plan. When this
happens, the node where the collision or intersection occurred,
is removed from the tree along with each of its descendants.
The root of the tree is updated to the current node of the point
the agent is in the path, the plan execution stops and a search
for a new plan is performed using the trimmed tree. One on
the main problems this approach revealed was that the search
also takes in consideration the actions and positions of the
other player. The new root of the tree has the correct position
of the agent but, most of the times, it will not have the correct
position of the other player, meaning that every descendant
node has a state where the simulated action for the other player
results in a different position than when simulating the same
actions from the current root. This also means that, with the
new position of the other player, the resulting positions for
the agent could be different at each node state. On the other
hand, this approach might still be useful if the tree has a node
state where both characters match the positions of the new root



state, so we decided to keep this re-planning strategy. Still,
these cases are rare.
The ERRT strategy uses bins of old states from the previous
tree or trees to select randomly during state selection for exten-
sion. We availed the idea of the use of bins for other purpose.
When replanning, the old matrix of states and the nodes of the
old tree are kept stored. When a new state is reached through
the simulation of an action, the old matrix of states is used to
understand if the new state exists, in the old tree. If so, this
means the corresponding node, along with its descendants,
can be connected to the selected node in the new tree and time
spent in simulation can be avoided. Although the use of bins
along with the DRRT strategy, of replanning when the plan
gets invalidated, help reduce the time of a replanning search,
it is time consuming, and we should avoid replanning until is
actually necessary.
The main idea of VLOD is that a plan in a dynamic world will
be constantly turn to be unviable, so it might not be necessary
to worry about replanning when the error occurred in the far
future but only in the near future. In this solution, only the
next few points are used when verifying if the other player
turned into an obstacle. Since this solution is only using the
game simulator, it is not possible to make different types of
simulation for the near and far future when re-planning.
Even with new skills and re-planning strategies, searching for
a solution in cooperative levels is still time expensive. Since
we are trying to prepare an agent capable to cooperate with
human players, we want to avoid having the agent still for a
long period, even if the levels are not time limited.

Control and Scripting
Executing cooperative actions if difficult Since the agent can-
not currently understand when it should wait for the other
player, to take the next action in the plan. It was noticed,
though, that there are some cases where searching for a solu-
tion is not necessary. In cases where it is clear that a coopera-
tive action is needed to catch a diamond, and there is no risk in
catching that diamond, using some control scripting could be
enough. Whenever some of these cases happen, the controller
scripts takes over the planning and its execution.
If the characters are on the same platform as a diamond, which
is too high to be caught by themselves but low enough to be
caught by both of them together, and there are no obstacles are
between the characters and the diamond, it is safe to assume
that collecting this diamond will not jeopardize the solving
of the level. In these cases, the idea is to make the rectangle
position itself below the diamond, and make the circle jump to
it, so it can jump to catch the diamond. If the circle is not on
the rectangle, it waits until the rectangle is positioned on an
close area below the diamond. When so, the circle rolls to the
rectangle side keeping a low velocity when getting close to it,
and jumping when close. If the circle is on the rectangle but
not in a close area below the diamond, the circle tries to match
the rectangle velocity. If the rectangle has a positive velocity
and the velocity of the circle is lower, the circle also rolls to
the right. If the circle velocity is above, then rolls to the left
to slow down. The same happens when the rectangle has a
negative velocity. The circle rolls left if its velocity is higher
and right if lower. When the circle is on the rectangle, at the

right X position, but not at the right Y position, the circle waits
for the rectangle to morph up. The easiest way for the circle to
jump to the rectangle is when the rectangle is morphed down.
The first step the rectangle takes, when the circle is not on it, is
then morphing down the maximum it can. The rectangle then
checks if it is in position, sliding to the diamond side if not
and waiting for the circle to jump on it, if so. When the circle
is already on the rectangle, but both are not in position, the
rectangle slides to the side of the diamond but at a low velocity
to make it easier to the circle keep up. When in position, the
rectangle morphs up to help the circle reach higher.
If the current highest diamond on the highest platform is on a
yellow platform, the rectangle is on that platform but cannot
catch the diamond by itself, and the circle is on a platform
right above, it is assumed a cooperative action is needed and
that it is safe to catch that diamond first. In cases like this, the
idea is to make the rectangle position itself so the circle can
fall on it and then together collect the diamond. It must be
made certain that the circle can fall to the rectangle from its
current platform.
These scripts only cover a small number of cases and though
adding more scripts is possible, extra care should be taken not
to cause overspecialization. The agents must also understand
when to switch between a search and a script.

EVALUATION
To tests our complete single-player solution, we used the re-
sults of the contestants of the 2017 Geometry Friends Compe-
tition [12] and ran some other available agents for comparison.
The scores were the following:
Our agent:
Circle track - 3270 points;
Rectangle track - 3139;
Cooperative track - 2007:
RRT agent:
Circle track - 1563 points;
Rectangle track - 1234;
KIT agent:
Circle track - 4203 points;
Supervised agent:
Circle track - 1759 points;
Neural Reinforcement Learning agent:
Circle track - 1925 points;
Reinforcement Learning agent:
Circle track - 2091 points;
Sub-Goal A* agent:
Rectangle track - 991 points;
Our agent ranks in second place at the circle agent tracks and
first at the rectangle agent tracks, though the latter is due to
the lack of submitted rectangle agents and proves to overcome
overspecialization. Our cooperative agents were also able to
get good results in the cooperative track.
To understand if our agents are capable of solving cooperative
levels with human players, we prepared two sessions of tests.
With this step, we aspired to answer the following questions:

– Q.1: Can both players cooperate?

– Q.2: Are both players capable of adapting to each other?

– Q.3: Can the team finish cooperative levels?



– Q.4: Can the player trust the agent?

– Q.5: Does the agent answer the expectations of the player?

Before working on the cooperative solution, we performed a
set of tests with 8 teams of 14 players. Some teams shared
the same player due to difficulties during scheduling. Here,
our goal was to study how humans players cooperate with
each other, when playing Geometry Friends, so we could
understand if our agents were capable of offering a similar
experience to the human players. The second phase of tests,
were executed when the most part of the agents solution was
completed. These tests were done in a similar way as in the
first phase, so we could evaluate if the experiences were simi-
lar.
Communication is an important feature of human cooperation,
but in Geometry Friends, communication between an agent
and a human is very limited. We knew our agents would not
be a match to a team of two human players, that could openly
communicate. To balance the two type of teams, human-agent
and human-human, we asked our players to play a set of lev-
els, without communicating with each other, including making
noises or gestures that could be taken as trying to send a mes-
sage. Each team then played the set of levels once, switched
characters, and played again, without communicating. After
that, we then asked the players replay the levels twice, but this
time, they could communicate.
The majority of the users were casual players, 61%, between
20 to 35 years old, 92.3%, and 46.2% rarely or never play
cooperative games. Only two players had played Geometry
Friends before this test.
The first part of the test was a challenge. Most players have
shown to difficulties in coordinating with each other and the
level solving was slow. Some players have shown to be de-
cisive about their idea of a solution and waited for the other
player to adapt to them without trying to adapt to their part-
ner instead. These problems, in the more complex levels still
persisted when the palyers switched characters and played the
same levels, knowing already a solution. Though, sometimes
a player just wanted to try their own different solution, the
main problem was not knowing how to solve a level but how
to coordinate in order to do so. When communication was
permited, the level solving was faster, as expected, and most
complications were due to the hardship of controlling the char-
acters due to the game physics.
At the end of the session, the players were presented with a
short questionnaire so they could share their opinion of what
was experienced. All players felt they had an important role in
solving the levels, whether when they played as the circle or
the rectangle. When asked why, some players focused in the
importance of the cooperation between the characters, putting
them at the same level, while others focused on only mention-
ing the actions their player could do that the other could not.
When evaluating our agents, we wanted to use an approach
similar to the first tests. We decided then to use the same
strategy of having an user play a set of levels with a character
and replay them with the other character, while no communi-
cation existed between the agent and the player. To simulate
the communication between the player and the agent, before
the second part of the tests, we explained how our agents work

and offered to be the “voice” of the agents, explaining what
they were probably trying to do at each step. We understand
that this communication was still more limited than in a team
of two human players, but this one-way channel was still pow-
erful enough to get an experience close to what was made
when testing with the human teams.
We chose 4 levels for our players to play. On the first and third
levels, the agent only performs a BK-BGT-ZOOM search. The
second level only uses a script and the fourth level uses both
search and script. Each level was time limited to three minutes
to avoid delaying the overall testing. All levels are possible to
solve in less than this limit.
This time, a total of 13 players participated, some having
played during the first tests, and some being new players.
Between each set of levels played, the players answered a
questionnaire about their experience. The questionnaires pre-
sented the same questions about the agent the player had just
played with, which asked the players opinion about the agents.
We were interested to understand if second part of the tests
would change the opinion of the users about the agents, so we
could conclude, or not, if any problem solving a level during
the first part was due to the agents own fault or the due to the
same reasons as when humans play without communicating.
When asking for the players opinion about the agents level
of intelligence, on a scale from 0 to 10, we wanted to obtain
information regarding the expectations the player had of the
agents, question Q.5. Considering the answers from 0 to 3 as
negative, from 4 to 6 as neutral, and from 7 to 10 as positive,
both agents were mainly considered intelligent, as shown in
Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. An interesting change happened after the
players understand how the agents work, as seen in Tab. 3 and
Tab. 4. Though the players were more neutral regarding the
rectangle, many players changed their opinion about the circle
agent for a positive one.
To answer Q.1, the players indicated their opinion about if
they found the agents were capable of cooperating with them.
The results show that the players had similar feelings to the
previous question.
When asking about their trust on the agents, Q.4, the players
also had a change of heart about the circle.
All players believed there were, at some point, adaptation by
both sides, Q.2, though most felt they add to adapt more to the
agent than the agent to them.

Question Min. Value Quartile 25 Median Quartile 75 Max. Value
Intelligence 2 5.5 7 7.5 10
Cooperation 3 6 7 8 9

Trust in agent 4 5 7 7.5 10
Table 1. Players opinion about the circle agent during first part of the
second session.

Question Min. Value Quartile 25 Median Quartile 75 Max. Value
Intelligence 2 5 7 8 10
Cooperation 3 6 7 9 9

Trust in agent 4 4.5 6 8.5 10
Table 2. Players opinion about the rectangle agent during first part of
the second session.

When evaluating the presented results we can infer that our
questions have been answered. Even though our agents are not
capable of differentiating a cooperative action from a simple



Question Min. Value Quartile 25 Median Quartile 75 Max. Value
Intelligence 2 7 7.5 8.75 10
Cooperation 3 7 8 8 9

Trust in agent 4 7 8 8.75 10
Table 3. Players opinion about the circle agent during second part of the
second session.

Question Min. Value Quartile 25 Median Quartile 75 Max. Value
Intelligence 2 5 6 8.75 10
Cooperation 3 5 7 8.75 9

Trust in agent 4 5 6.5 8 10
Table 4. Players opinion about the rectangle agent during second part of
the second session.

point in a plan, most human players the agents were cooper-
ating with them and vice-versa, answering the question “Q.1:
Can both players cooperate?”. Having the agents rethink their
plan, made the players believe the agents were adapting to
them, even though they felt they add to adapt to the agent more
times, which answers the question “Q.2: Are both players ca-
pable of adapting to each other?”. The question “Q.3: Can the
team finish cooperative levels?” has a positive answer since
most players finished most levels under three minutes and,
in most cases, the players felt their solving went well. The
answer to question “Q.4: Can the player trust the agent?” is
more divisive for the rectangle agent, on both phases, and for
the circle, on the first phase. Still, both agent got mainly posi-
tive results at the second phase, so we can say the players have
more trust in the agents when they can understand their line
of “thoughts”. The question “Q.5: Does the agent answer to
the expectations of the player?” is also divergent. We noticed
that most players that had high expectations about the agents
intelligence and capabilities do not work or study in any field
of engineering or even science, which lead us to believe that
people that have more contact with these subjects can be more
realistic about our agents capabilities and limitations.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Cooperative AI in Human-Agent interaction is a continuing
challenge that has not yet reached a satisfactory level. Geome-
try Friends is a tool created to research and develop solutions
for a problem of cooperation. It is a physic-based platform
game where the players must cooperate to reach the goal of
each level, that is collecting all the present diamonds.
We presented our solution for artificial players that can effec-
tively solve Geometry Friends levels in single-player mode,
and can also cooperate at a basic level with human players.
We decided to use a promising approach, previously suggested
by Soares et al., the RRT agent [13], that uses the algorithm
RRT [8]. We then tested new strategies already explored for
the algorithm, like biasing the search to a goal state, using the
RRT-GoalBias and RRT-GoalZoom for state selection, and tac-
tics and skills for action selection. We also tested selecting the
next state for expansion using the BGT strategy, as suggested
by Zickler et al. [16] to avoid a definition of a matrix distance
for the RRT. The many strategies suggested to bias the search
did not prove to speed up the search process during all levels.
Still, we found the BK-BGT strategy with tactics and skills to
be the most appropriate for most cases. We also added some
other strategies we thought of, like a plan cleaner, that would
remove the unnecessary points in a plan, given by the search

being of random nature, the execution of partial plans to avoid
slow reactions of the agents. These additions produced better
results.
When developing our controller, we tested first three methods
which proved to not be satisfying enough, until the final one
was chosen. The first two approached have proven to be too
strict to use in a context where each time step was not constant.
The third approach used similar ideas to the controller of the
previous RRT agent by Soares et al., that uses a PID to decide
which actions the agent must take to reach the next point in
the plan. Even though this controller failed to perform many
of the actions in a plan, we used a similar logic to develop
our own. Instead of a PID we use an approximation of the
agent acceleration to decide the next action. Our agent is also
capable of understanding if it failed to perform an action of
the plan an replan accordingly.
When our agent shown to be capable of solving the single-
player levels, we made an effort to start to adapt it to be able
to solve cooperation levels, either with another agent or a hu-
man player. We added new skills but had to remove the plan
cleaning since, at it is, it would remove crucial actions needed
for cooperation. Since the agent can get its plan invalidated by
the other player, we added methods of replanning like DRRT
[4] and VLOD [17], together with a strategy we developed,
using the base idea of using bins of nodes in previous trees,
as suggested by Bruce et al. [2]. Since the search time was
significantly slower when cooperating than when playing solo,
we decided to test the use of scripts, during situations where
the solution for the level, or part of it, did not require a search.
We tested our agents cooperating together, as also with human
players. Though a basic solution, the results were positive and
we can conclude that, if further developed, the agents can get
to a high level of cooperative abilities.
Wrapping up the contributions of this work, we developed two
agents able to: i) Solve most single-player levels available in
Geometry Friends; ii) Solve simple cooperation levels with
human players, giving them the perception that cooperation
was actually taking place. The work developed in this thesis
led to a paper accepted at the EPIA 2017 conference [12],
winning the first place in two tracks of the Geometry Friends
AI competition (a single-player track featuring the Rectangle
agent and the Cooperation track) and also being the runner-up
in the single-player Circle track.
For future work, we would like to explore new skills, for the
ones we presented did not help much in decreasing the search
time. We would also like to explore more cases where script-
ing would help avoid extensive searches. In order to get a
more convincing cooperative agent, for humans to play with, it
is of our interest to give the agents the capability of adaptation
as well as of understanding the difference between cooperative
actions and solo ones.
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